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I enjoy creating spontaneous art that, I feel, is often 
self-generated because of the primordial knowledge 
and emotions that are embedded within me. It's creation 
expresses great appreciation for the great master 
sculptors throughout history.

Combining the images of men, women and various 
animals, my sculptured “creatures” are figments of my 
imagination in as much as they ensue from a sensation 
that such figures had already existed and will probably 
exist again, sometime in the future.

I believe knowledge, cultures and religions were 
transferred from one country and continent to another, 
leaving their marks on us and in our collective memory.

Nitza Genosar

Gerhard Richter



IGOR'S EYE
The inner mirror
The inner eye
The inner I
The leaf, in all its complexity, knows not
The tree, in all its ever-changing beauty,
Knows not,
Sees not.
My I, my inner I, feels
My I, my inner I, sees
My I, my inner I, knows
My I, my inner I, remains mute

My eye perceives the transitions
My eye perceives how random cells become form
My inner mirror reflects the miraculous synthesis 
The miraculous transubstantiation of chaos into order and beauty
The deadly transubstantiation of order and beauty back into chaos
The terrible fifth column of the neoplasm
The communion of life with death
The communion of order with chaos
The terrible mystery of crucifixion hidden by a single leaf
A single dry leaf
A single decayed leaf
More mysterious and complex than religions
More mysterious and complex than human history 

I erect buildings
I throw bridges
I construct chains
I try to trap my inner I with science
I try to ensnare my inner mirror with graphs
I connect points, seeking absolute continuity
How pitiful, inadequate, pathetic
Trying to transmute the inanimate into orderly complexity
All palaces, edifices, bridges
And a single decaying leaf
The inner mirror
The inner eye
The inner I
A glimpse of eternity between the moment between fertilization and fertilizer

Yoram Oron, PhD
Professor Emeritus
Department of Physiology and Pharmacology
Faculty of Medicine, Tel Aviv University
Most recent research - Biology of pancreatic cancer 

Igor Sacharow-Ross



Conversations about death with Jean-Michel Basquiat

Silent labor,  
It was never really born, 
so close to  his mother’s open arms, now so empty.
Heartache.
Looking at it, an unborn child, a missed life, 
I wonder,
The colors are so bright and primitive, a vivid picture of death, so beautiful.
Can death be so pleasing to the eye? Is it strangeness or clarity of vision?
In place of joy, life, happiness, fullness, 
here is this, quiet, still and sad.

I suddenly fall into a void, empty, dark and hopeless. 

I float.

Some never get it to the to start line, some leave earlier, wishing they were never born at all, 
like Jean-Michelle, 
chased by ghosts.
I think he saw the “starry night”  too clearly, what a curse.

The pity of it all.

I take comfort in baby’s quiet breath, peaceful, dreaming, unaware of the rider on his horse, 
waiting out there for us all.

Revital Arbel is a gynecologist and a surgeon. She uses a camera and a needle to express her 
feelings and thoughts about her work and the world around her.

Dr. Revital Arbel MD
My areas of research teaching and work are Urogynecology, Obstetric perimeal tears and Sexual 
reassignment surgeries

Jean-Michel Basquiat



Caged Sexuality
Judy Chicago created contents out of the feminine 
experience as a source of power with its feminine 
energy and the pleasure that can be derived from the 
female body. Along with the many vaginal images she is 
occupied, (consciously or not), with the male sex organ, 
maybe as one of the tools to achieve feminine pleasure.

Following her lead, I chose to put one in a cage for her, 
all the more so because at this time of Covid-19, one 
should keep the appropriate social distance. What fits 
the purpose better than a cage?!
Chicago thinks God is a woman. I tend to agree with her.

Rafi Carasso
Professor of Neurology and Pain Management

Judy Chicago



In 1983, Andy Warhol painted the Toy Paintings, unique silkscreen and hand-painted 
compositions of the artist’s favorite toys and their packaging from around the world. 

Warhol collected tin and wind-up toys from around the world. His collection featured 
toys from Japan, Hungary, China, Germany, Russia, Korea and the US. These paintings 
replicate the packaging of the now-rare collectible vintage toys, which Gmurzynska 
has sourced from around the world. Warhol’s message is about universal play and 
commerce in the late Cold-War period.

Prof. Oded Rechavi’s mission is to challenge fundamental long-held scientific dogmas. 
He found an exception to the original “Cell Theory”, provided the first direct evidence 
that an acquired trait can be inherited, elucidated an alternative transgenerational 
inheritance mechanism (that depends on inherited small RNA molecules, not DNA 
molecules), discovered a mechanism that allows nematodes’ brains to control the 
behavior of their progeny, discovered a neuronal circuit-level mechanism that 
explains economic irrationality, and demonstrated that parasites can be genetically 
engineered to deliver drugs to the nervous system. Recently, Prof. Rechavi utilized 
genome sequencing to “piece together” fragments of the Dead Sea Scrolls. Prof. 
Rechavi is an ERC Fellow, and was awarded many prestigious prizes, such as the 
Schmidt Science Polymath award, the Kadar award, Blavatnik award, the Krill Wolf 
award, the Alon, and F.I.R.S.T (Bikura) Prizes, and the Gross Lipper Fellowship. Prof. 
Rechavi was selected as one of the “10 Most Creative People in Israel Under 40”, and 
one of the “40 Most Promising People in Israel Under 40”.

Oded Re Chavi
Israeli researcher and faculty member in the Department of 
Neurobiology and the School of Neuroscience at Tel Aviv University

Andy Warhol



The new series of paintings by Amos Blas creates an illusion of 
dramatic fantasy laden with profound meaning. These powerful 
works inspired by Jeorges Braque radiate awe-inspiring radiance 
of colorful energy, while at the same time exposing a measure of 
violent force, somewhat threatening, capable of predicting and 
warning us of the future ahead.

Amos Blas
Prof.(Emir.) Amos Blas-Materials Sciance.
35 years in R&D in defe
nce industry +11 years in Academy.

Jeorges Braque



Dear Leonardo,

Once Upon A Time

We could fly as High….

Imagine, Vision, Dream, Draw….

Tell a story…..

Nowadays, 

We think…..want to believe ….

We know, understand, decipher, realize…

But We Are Very Far, Yet 
From God’s Kitchen ……Even not in the Corridor…. 

Mira Marcus-Kalish, Ph.D
Director, International Research Affairs
Tel Aviv University Ramat Aviv, Tel Aviv.

Leonardo Da Vinci



With his signature graphic style, embrace of figural distortion, and bold defiance of 
conventional norms of beauty, Egon Schiele was one of the leading figures of Austrian 
Expressionism. 

As a medicinal scientist, I was inspired from his sharply drawn angular lines and combination 
of colors and his view, decipherment, and perception of the human body. 
What started as a discovery and study of the human body on a microscopic and macroscopic 
scale evolved into my attempt to express the beauty of our body “inside out” in an abstract 
fashion. 

When I look at our body from the back, I can see it as an x-ray image. But unlike the 
conventional black-and white image it is composed of bundles of nerves drawn with angular 
lines and diversified colors. The combination of multi-colored nerves with the mono-color 
of the spine emphasizes the connection between modern medicine (x-ray imaging) and 
traditional Buddhist and Chinese holistic medicine (chakras).

DR. MICHEL AFARGAN, 
Pharmacologist, Drug Discovery, Inventor of the drug Somatoprim. 

Egon Schiele



Marvelous intuition matched two landscape paintings: Chaim 
Soutine's from about 100 years ago which depicts Cangnes-sur-
Mer,a place of leisure on the shores of the French Riviera, and 
a contemporary painting I did, which depicts the spirit of my 
hometown, Jerusalem, a town laden with history and substantial 
significance. At first glance, these are two very different towns, but 
deeper observations reveals a strong affiliation to Soutine's work. 
The fleshy-red hills and the generous brush strokes of white are not 
intended to present a local realistic "photo".  It is not only the basic 
definition of the expressionist style, nor the choice of the sharp color 
palette, or even the similarity between the diagonal compositions 
meandering up and down and penetrating the horizon. There is 
something in the vibrations, the energies deriving from the artist's 
hand, which makes the landscape liquid and yet stylized. 
In both paintings, the instability of the landscape becomes the picture 
of the soul. 
Landscape of the mind.

Dr. (PhD) Miriam Neiger-Fleischmann, Painter, poet and literary scholar. 
(Hebrew literature).

Chaim Soutine



When I received the message from Doron that there is something common 
between my art and Picasso's I started thinking and tried to understand 
what binds us together, me and Picasso. I found that we both share 
restlessness, a passion for color, temperament, expressiveness, readiness 
to re-use canvases and experiments with mixing sands and various 
materials.

Both of us dared to defy the rules of what is expected. Both of us faced to 
alienation, overcame it and turned out to strangers ingrown in the City of 
lights and love.

Prof. Lela Migirov
Professor of Medicine in Tel Aviv University
French-Israeli artist 

Pablo Picasso



In my painting “Hebrew Mom” apparently disconnected 
shapes figure in unrelated planes and perspectives. 

This evokes the simultaneous projections of ncoordinated 
plots on a split screen, possibly a symbol of our disjointed 
daily experiences in a somewhat dystopian present.

I find some affinity here with Jenny Saville’s layering 
of multiple figures in some of her works and mixing of 
anatomical details with chaotic abstraction in her troubling 
representation of a Hindu deity presenting
parts of a female figure.

Moti Dariel

Mordecai (Moti) Dariel, Prof. of Chemistry.
I find affinity in some aspects to contemporary British artist 
Jenny Saville's work. 
Otherwise, great admirer of Egon Schiele, Francis Bacon, 
James Ensor, Justin Mortimer, F. Hundertwasser (Stowasser), 
Madeleine Dumas and Israeli artist M. Platnic. 

Jenny Saville



Titian, one of the finest Renaissance painters, worked from his studio in Venice and was, supported for 
years by King Charles V of Spain, for whom he prepared many works, which can be found today in the Prada 
Museum in Madrid.

His works, which he called Poesis, the painting as a parallel to poetry, connected the heroes of mythology to 
everyday anonymous figures. This is where I connect to it, wanting to continue the work of art from the two-
dimensional photographic surface and attach to it a poetic background or a sarcastic and humorous use of 
words to crack a little the mythological, from the point of view of the anonymous or the mundane.

Titian's work, which is revered for its brushstrokes, still remains in a large number of paintings, almost 
monochromatic. I too, like him, do not want to taste from the entire color palettes. I prefer to  reduce and 
reduce.

The photo I sent is called Stage 10 from my Morbidity & Mortality report. The word staging is related to the 
theater. Titian was an amazing director for drawing theatrical scenes, whether of several characters or just one.

In medical terms, staging also determines the degree of metastatic scattering, with stage 4 being the most 
extensive scattering. My work is an answer to this definition.
My nude image, with the disposable urine and feces bag, after lung surgery is a  reference to the works of art 
that commemorate the victorious hero who returned from the battlefield, the king or emperor who promises a 
secure and rosy future at the end of a bloody battle, a promise that will surely be shattered after a while.

The name Stage 10 takes the anonymous, the mundane to a place that hovers far from usual definitions, making 
it clear with a smile that he is not a hero and has no promise. His memory and commemoration will remain for 
a shorter period of time than Titian's.

Meir Rakocz is a specialist in Pediatric Dentistry. During the last 20 years he divided his time between his photography 
studio in Tel-Aviv Yafo and his health-care responsibilities at the Sheba Medical Center and private clinic.

Titian



Hidden Dialog – Michael Lazar / Marina Abramovic
“If you’re a baker, making bread, you’re a baker. If you make the best bread in the world, you’re not an artist, but if you bake 
the bread in the gallery, you’re an artist. So the context makes the difference. And my context is art.” – Marina Abramovi

Dr. Michael Lazar, PhD, Marine Geophysicist, University of Haifa, Israel

Marina Abramovic



Edvard Munch- Scream
Scream is an astonishing piece, created by Edvard Munch in 1893. It is considered 
to be one of the most powerful and influential forms of “Soul Painting”- the 
painting of emotions, the painting of ones emotional and psychological state.
In Psychotherapy, language is the dominant instrument for change, verbalizing 
thoughts and feelings. Bion (A very influential object relation psychoanalyst) 
spoke of analysis as a way of changing beta elements (unmetabolized psyche/
soma/affective experience) into alpha elements (thoughts that can be thought by 
the thinker) (Patrick Casement, Further Learning from the Patient, London 1990, 
p.10). The therapist helps the patient carry their burden, then disables it into little 
pieces, pieces of unbearable thoughts, fears, and emotions. This process goes 
on and on, back and forth, until beta elements can turn into alpha elements. But 
the very first action is identifying and being able to name these horrific feelings 
and thoughts. Like painting emotions, depicting the layers of the soul, with all its 
shades and colors.
In his powerful painting The Scream, Munch expressed the sound of an ‘enormous, 
infinite scream of nature'. The painting's agonised face is widely identified 
with the angst of the modern person. In my painting, Haya, I tried to express the 
suffer and helplessness, anguish, and pain of the victims of the Holocaust. The 
catastrophe that has no words or not enough words to describe. When the world 
collapses without any reason and all that was know is lost. In this image of a 
burned figure, hollow eyes, and flat expression, I express a small piece of my 
pain, my lost family’s suffering, buried under layers of adaptation and resilience 
in building a new future. Their ashes flowing in my body and blood, reliving the 
anguish with every action - without being able to SCREAM.  

Yael Apter

Yael Apter-Levy, Phd. Clinical Psychologist, the Interdisciplinary Center Herzlyia
My works are characterized by infinite flowing lines using intensive colors, my sculptures 
are in amorphous-organic forms

Edvard Munch



The series of video-poetry works entitled "The Music 
of the Night”, deals with the wondering thoughts of a 
woman during her sleepless night. 
The series was originally inspired by Johann Sebastian 
Bach's "Goldberg Variations". 
Spider Me is one of the chapters of a series of 
eight works, premiered together with a live piano 
performance by Meir Vissel, at the Tzavta Auditorium, 
Tel Aviv.
Even though the video piece was not created in direct 
connection to Louise Bourgeois’ line of work, its 
title, as well as its visuals, reminiscent of Bourgeois’ 
monumental sculpture entitled Spider.
Bourgeois envisioned spiders as mysterious and 
wild, but also as a fragile creatures,  capable of being 
protectors, as well as predators. In a similar fashion, 
Spider Me depicts a woman as a delicate and complex 
creature, leading to a variety of psychological and
gender related allusions, which can remind one of the 
symbolic references inherent to Bourgeois' concept.

Liliana Orbach
Spider Me / 1.36 min / 2008
Lyrics - Mark Daniel Cohen
Performance - Meirav Kadichevski
Voice - Donna Griffit

Liliana Orbach - PhD in Arts / Interdisciplinary artist / 
Independent curator / Lecturer

Louise Bourgeois



The first image that comes to mind when I think about Jackson Pollock is the image of his dripping paintings. At first, I find it different 
from my artwork. However, there are some important similarities. On a practical level, like Pollock, I paint on large, unstretched 
canvases, on the floor. However, while for Pollock this was an innovation, today it is one of many accepted forms of work. Additionally, 
I alternate during the creation of each painting between working on the floor and hanging it on a wall. On the conceptual level, 
there is a resemblance in the intuitive approach to painting, the desire to let the painting emerge from what I call " cruising in the 
depths". While Pollock tried to paint the unconscious, I am interested in the "transitional space": the interplay between conscious and 
unconscious, logical thinking and imagination. In my   creative process I shift from "cruising in the depth" and a stage of observation 
and " marking ": an attempt to organize the painting's space. There are hints of a similar process in Pollock's mural.
 

Dafna Moriya, Ph.D. is an art-based researcher, artist, lecturer and art therapist. 
Founder of The Center for Art-based Research & Change.

Jackson Pollock



Artist: Haim Dotan 1989 Tribeca, New York.

Inspired by sculptor Richard Serra

Abstract Sculpture: Untitled
2 industrial steel columns of different heights create 
a space between them.

Dimensions:
2 steel bars (columns) with wall thickness 10mm, 
width 880mm, height 2440 mm.
Base Steel Plate: 40mm x 360mm x 460mm. 

Use of light, shadow and space:
Viewed from one angle, the sculpture expresses 
lightness and dynamism, while viewed from 
another, it expresses massiveness and quiet power.

Light and shadow: The shadow of one column 
projected on the other, and the columns on a wall, 
create an space of silence.

Music: A tap on the pillars produces sounds like 
church bells.

To feel: Pure truth, the root of things, in one line, for 
a powerful silent expression.
Weight and gravity, space and emptiness.
Sense of timelessness.

Prof. Haim Dotan, International architect, educator and 
poet. Following a career in Japan and the U.S.A., where 
he had a practice in Manhattan, he established the firm 
of Haim Dotan Ltd. Architects in 1990 in Tel Aviv and in 
2010 in Shanghai.

Richard Serra



Amedeo Modigliani - Igal Vardi 
Topological Realism

Amedeo Modigliani resonates with me both emotionally and intellectually as a painter/
artist. Emotionally, his nude paintings are fascinating in my eyes as they represent 
women in their archetypical beauty while depicting a humanistic representation 
of their existence. Intellectually, Modigliani’s models feature elongated shapes. He 
distorted actual reality tending towards the elliptical stretch. A distorted representation 
of reality resonates with my painting style, which I term “Topological Realism”, in 
representing reality by crumpling realistic space by way of non-Euclidean geometry. 
In this project I paint Modigliani’s face in the “Topological Realism” style in an attempt 
to give expression to his turbulent, touching and intimate world.   

Dr. Igal Vardi
Clinical psychologist, PhD in philosophy, psycho-diagnostic graphologist. Published theoretical 
books about art, philosophy and psychology. Has engaged in the art of painting for about 50 
years as portrayed in an album of paintings under the title “Metamorphosis – Paintings Along 
the Way” published in 2014 by "Yediot Sfarim".

Amedeo Modigliani



Unseen Dialogue
Initiating a dialogue with a famous and respectable artist, like Fernand Léger, is both a 
humbling and exciting experience which I am looking forward to.
The dialogue would certainly raise points of similarity and difference relating to our 
works of art, and to our artistic paths that have led to our creations of urban scenes. 
The great artist Léger creates original symbols which express his point of view on 
the most tremendous formation of humankind – the City. I was glad to find similar 
elements in a peeled billboard near my home in Hadera, Israel. The coincidental 
accumulation of colorful pieces needed a very small addition of mine to awaken the 
imagination to the complexity and depth of the city.

(PhD) (Retired Colonel) Dan Svorai
Economical History, Educator.
Ecological ArtistFernand Leger



Orit Shimshoni – Henri Matisse 

Matisse (1869-1954) was influenced by Cézanne and Manet. In my paintings, the colors create shining shadows similar to those 
found in Matisse's work and are characterized by flat shapes and horizontal lines. It is my feeling that both of us are artists 
who, in our work, convey the joy of life, optimism, a certain naivety and positive innocence. Matisse's use of cut-outs in his 
paintings of plants and birds is translated, in my work, to the division of the background. Similar to his work, in each cell of 
a painting I create, as a specialist in biological archaeology who deals with the translation of nature's processes, I also paint 
particular elements relating to symbols and metaphors of plants or animals. Matisse said, and I totally agree that " I have always 
tried to hide my efforts and wished my works to have the light joyousness of springtime which never lets anyone suspect the 
labors it has cost me…".

Biological archeology at Bar Ilan University

Henri Matisse



I think of Baroque art characterized by the massive dimension and intricate 
shapes. The Baroque period, and especially in the field such as painting, reached 
greater achievements outside Italy - Rubens, Rembrandt, Velazquez and more. As 
for the theoretical basis of the Baroque it can be said that its main feature was the 
complexity that connect to these artists… Baroque meant movement, innovation, 
the love of infinity and the indefinite, the search for contrasts, and the bold 
merging of all forms of art. The Baroque was dramatic, abundant, theatrical, quite 
the opposite of the period before it, a period marked by calm and restraint. In my 
new series of paintings (Rupture and Solder) I look at the world from a critical 
standpoint accompanied by Baroque beauty and power.

Anton Biderman

Dr. Anton Biedermann is a Painter, Sculptor, Art teacher and lecturer, facilitator of artist groups at the Petah Tikva 
Museum. Manager and Curator of Artist House in Hadera, Israel.

Carlo Maratta



Maurits Cornelis Esher used mathematics in his art, as 
is revealed in his painting of a cosmic ball consisting of 
rings redacted to a central point.
My sculpture is one of a series that deal with the subject of 
destiny-It portrays the planet Saturn, a symbol of destiny, 
as a system of infinite possibilities, which focus on one 
individual destiny.

Avi Sperber

MSc Transportation Engineering
Partner & manager:
AMAV Transportation &Traffic Ltd
Jerusalem Transportation Systems Ltd

Maurits Sornelis Escher



Hinduism: Tantric Chakras – The Ultimate Transformation
Video work - Gall Yanai Orian

Dorit Kedar - Dr. Phd, Senior Lecturer of Zen-Buddhism and Creative Arts, "Hamidrasha" Faculty 
of Arts, Beit-Berl Academic College

Anish Kapoor



The sum total of Griffit’s painting is a prolonged remark on the term “surface”. From this stems 
Griffit’s coloring. From this stems the quasi-extroverted and quasi-immediate lexicon of 
images. From this stems the sense of “design”.
From this, too, stem the remarks on the history of art as a reservoir of “ready-made sentences” 
(an ethics which has become an aesthetics that is always available and exempt). 

Adam Baruch on Joshua Griffit

The Bathers is a painting by Gustave Courbet, first exhibited at the Paris Salon of 1853, where 
it caused a major scandal. It was unanimously attacked by art critics for the huge nude woman 
at its centre and the sketchy landscape background, both against official artistic canons. It 
was bought for 3000 francs by Courbet's future friend Alfred Bruyas, an art collector - this 
acquisition allowed the artist to become financially and artistically independent. It is signed 
and dated in the bottom right hand corner on a small rock. It has been in the musée Fabre in 
Montpellier since 1868.Gustave Courbet



Que Sera, Sera

Alfred Hitchcock’s 1956 version of The Man who knew Too Much, stars Jimmy Steward and Doris Day as American parents whose 
young son is kidnapped and about to be murdered by a gang of political assassins.  Doris Day plays the role of a wife who was once 
well-known in her own right as an internationally recognized singer but who chose  to give up her famous stage name to assume 
the more modest role as a wife to a successful physician.  The spousal conflict that results from her ambivalent decision underlies 
the entire set of dramatic events of the film.   Yet, hardly any of the critical reviews of the film even mentions this spousal conflict, 
let alone drawing attention to how she eventually refinds her unique voice and identity.  Her song, “Que Sera, Sera” finally saves 
her son’s life when he recognizes his mother’s voice and can whistle back to her from his locked room, where he is about to be 
slaughtered.

The homophony between the Italian word Sera and the Hebrew proper name Sarah elicited my associations to another mother, the 
ancient biblical one who also raised her voice several times to fight for the life of her son.   In contrast to the received tradition 
of an obedient Abraham whose knife thrust is stayed by an angel, a closer reading of the text by medieval and contemporary 
commentaries indicate a more subversive story.  Shortly after the binding of Isaac (the Akeda) is completed and the ram is 
sacrificed in place of Isaac, the biblical text announces Sarah’s sudden death and then Abraham’s return to Kiryat Arba in Hebron 
to eulogize and bury his wife.  Different commentaries variously tell different reasons for Sarah’s sudden death including that 
Sarah’s “soul flew away” because her husband had agreed to murder their son, or because he had radically misunderstood the 
Divine request and refused to recognize her metaphoric interpretation of it, or what’s worse, because he had actually committed the  
filicidal act.  Contemporary commentary suggests that Abraham and Sarah must have quarreled prior to the Akeda over Abraham’s 
decision to kill Isaac.  In any case, the Akeda occurs and Sarah’s death immediately follows despite her voice raised in opposition 
and despite her divinely acknowledged better abilities as a prophetess than Abraham as a prophet.

Menashe Kadishman has been obsessed throughout his artistic career with the “unbinding” and deconstruction of the linear 
Akeda narrative.  By means of painting, drawing, and sculpture, he has chosen to essentally eulogize Sarah and ignore Abraham.  
His primary symbolic focus is shifted to the maternal figure juxtaposed to her dead son, rather than to the murdering father.  
Kadishman dismantles and fragments the linear Akeda narrative into its selective components. For example his sculptures scatter 
about aspects of the son and his mother and their relationship.  Isaac’s head lays flat on the ground in front of his mother, or lays flat 
on her genitals, or emerges from her vagina, or his entire body is carried by her over her head, her arms outstretched mimicking 
the horns of the ram whose animal presence is ubiquitous.  The specific pose of Sarah carrying her son’s body over her head exists 
in an outdoor sculpture in Braunschweig, Germany that Kadishman named Pieta, in reference of course to another mother-son-
sacrifice that occurred thousands of years later.

Some of my own work has also focused on the maternal child relationship.  So it was with much amazement that I came upon 

Kadishman’s above sculptural piece that bore such an uncanny resemblance to a series of my paintings.  I came across a photo of the piece only a few hours before writing this article and will display it next to 
my own painting(s) on the subject.  It is of special interest to note the merger of the human and the animal both in Kadishman’s sculpture and in my painting.  There is of course a hint of the religious in both.  As 
Gilles Deleuze has written in The Logic of Sensation regarding the work of another painter, Francis Bacon. “Meat is the common zone of man and beast, their zone of indiscernibility; it is a ‘fact,’ a state where the 
painter identifies with the objects of his horror and compassion.  The painter is certainly a butcher, but he goes to the butcher’s shop as if it were a church, with meat as the crucified victim.”  One could say that 
Kadishman has identified with the missing Abraham and butchered the Akeda narrative, leaving behind scattered remnants of its multiple victims.  By doing so, Kadishman invites the spectator to both witness 
this primal oedipal scene and to join him in saying the Kadish prayer  “in horror and compassion.”   

Evan H. Bellin, MD

psychiatrist and psychoanalyst with clinics in Israel and in New York.  Formerly, 
Associate Clinical Professor of Psychiatry at Albert Einstein College of Medicine in 
New York and formerly member of the teaching faculty of the Columbia University 
Center for Psychoanalysis and Research.

Menashe Kadishman



"Art is a line around your thoughts"
Gustav Klimt

Avi Rosen PhD is a Israeli artist, who works with new media art, 
focusing on the impact of digital and telecommunications networks on 
art and the human subject.

Author of: Art and Cyberspace, Resling, 2016

Gustav Klimt



"My name is Uri Daniel de Beer 
 I have chosen Friedreich Hundertwasser as my favorite artist

 I  am an architect and multimodal artist, 
socially involved, working on ecological installation in collaboration with 

the community, children, Alzheimer's patients and adults with special 
needs.

 My works are characterized by infinite flowing lines using intens colors. 
My sculptures are amorphous-organic forms" 

Uri De Beer is an Architect and multimodal artist,

Friedensreich Hunertwasser



Ani tefilati  
I am my prayer  in dialog with man on fire, Bill Viola

For Bill Viola two major subjects inform his works. One is how inner 
narratives translate into outside narratives. The other one is the question 
of how our human soul is responds to catastrophes, be they natural or man 
made. He ordinarily Positioning  man  - bodies - in the four elements of 
water, fire, earth and air. In 1996, Bill Viola created “Man on Fire” who then 
transformed into “Man in Water”.  

Fire, earth, water and air are elements that are dominant in my work, 
as well as the question of how to visualize the inner way of the self and 
project it into the outer one. Catastrophes of nature are nowadays very 
often the product of man made changes. Catastrophes like the Shoa are 
definitely the outcome of our civilizations or rather the breaking of our 
civilizations.  

The video “Ani tefilati – I am my prayer” was made in 2010

Norma Drimmer is a conceptual artist

Bill Viola



Sima Ariam – Vermeer's Girl with a Pearl Earring

I am a psychologist by profession who photographs portraits and the texture 
of my surroundings that reflect a fragile social experience. For me, the subject 
is a symbol for the metaphor of life that surrounds it and for the atmosphere 
in which he or she lives. The photo of the woman with the orange turban on 
her head was taken in the Carmel Market during the height of the COVID-19 
lockdown. The homeless woman had a face full of expression and sadness, a 
face that contains the story of a hard life. On the other hand, there is a certain 
optimism in the shades of the cloth that covers her head and in her consent to 
have her picture taken, which connects me to Vermeer's painting. Another title 
given to the Dutch painter's famous work from 1665 "Girl with a Pearl Earring" 
is "Girl with a Turban", which I can relate to more than the classic name of the 
painting. Both women convey in their body language the fact that they are 
simple people dealing with their lives. Each has a different process of creation. 

Dr. of Psychology

Johannes Vermeer



It is impossible to connect with the randomly interlaced marks and words 
within Twombly's creations. I ambivalently sense idiosyncratic freedom, 
yet in several works with repetitive lines or scattered vague images I feel 
confusion and desperation. 

There is a lot of vertical movement, vast use of the white color, an attempt to 
attach different pieces together, a bid to erect symbols and memories. Sensing 
an ailing soul, I have chosen to share a collage of small rectangular stormy 
images painted on bath sponges used for hospital patients, and an upright 
white sculpture with a base depicting bends and twists, hidden cavities and 
numerous peculiar riddles.

Prof. Yehudah Roth
Director, The Institute for Nose and Sinus Therapy and Clinical Investigations
Department of Otorhinolaryngology - Head & Neck Surgery
Wolfson Medical Center, Tel Aviv University Faculty of Medicine, Holon, Isra
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